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Strain-induced semimetal-semiconductor transition in InAsÕGaSb broken-gap quantum wells
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We investigate the hybridization of the electron, heavy-hole and/or light-hole dispersion relations in strained
InAs/GaSb quantum wells. In the considered structures, the lowest electron level lies below several hole levels
at zero in-plane wave vectorki , so that the anticrossings of subbands produce gaps in the in-plane dispersions.
To calculate the electronic band structures of such quantum wells grown on different substrates, we use the
eight-bandk•p model and the scattering matrix method. We have found that the order of levels at the zone
center (ki50), gap positions and magnitudes can change due to the lattice-mismatched strain. Strain can also
enhance the hybridization of electron and light-hole states atki50 considerably. In the structure with a thick
InAs layer grown on GaSb, we have obtained a negative indirect gap in the in-plane dispersion resulting from
the anticrossing of electronlike and highest heavy-hole-like subbands. If the substrate is InAs, the gap becomes
direct and positive. This phenomenon can be treated as strain-induced semimetal-semiconductor phase transi-
tion.
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I. INTRODUCTION

An interesting characteristic feature of broken-gap hete
structures made from InAs, GaSb, AlSb is that the vale
band maximum of GaSb lies above the conduction b
minimum of InAs. Because of this the electrons can mo
across an InAs/GaSb interface from the valence band
GaSb to the conduction band of InAs, leading to a semim
tallic phase where electrons in InAs coexist with holes
GaSb.1 This phase can be observed in InAs/GaSb supe
tices or InAs/GaSb quantum wells sandwiched by AlSb b
riers if the InAs and GaSb layers are sufficiently thick,
that the lowest electron spatially quantized level in InAs l
lower than the highest heavy-hole level in GaSb at the z
center. In this case, however, the electron and heavy-
dispersion curves anticross atkiÞ0 resulting in a small hy-
bridization gap in the in-plane dispersion predicted
Altarelli.2 This gap, which has been observe
experimentally,3–7 causes the semicondicting behavior rath
than the semimetallic behavior. A number of earl
experiments,8–12 nevertheless, suggests a semiconduc
semimetal phase transition with the InAs and GaSb la
thickness increasing. Since no negative indirect gap
found in first theoretical investigations,2,13,14it was supposed
that doping and temperature effects are responsible for
observation of semimetallic phase.

Recently, in parallel with experimental discovery of h
bridization of electron and hole levels,3–7,15the interest to the
theoretical study of this effect in InAs/GaS
superlattices6,16,17 and InAs/GaSb quantum wells18–23 was
resumed. It has been found that the hybridized electron-h
dispersions are sensitive to both the InAs and the GaSb l
thicknesses. Considerable spin splitting of subbands, re
0163-1829/2002/66~8!/085312~7!/$20.00 66 0853
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ing from the lack of inversion symmetry and strong sp
orbit interaction, was detected.17,21–23The gap positions and
magnitudes also depend on the spin orientation of tw
dimensional hybridized quasiparticles and the structure
rameters. In addition, the gap positions in energy andki are
different for different directions of in-plane wave vector.17,21

This anysotropy is especially noticeable for the structu
with a thick InAs layer and a thick GaSb layer. Due to t
asymmetric dispersion, the structure can exhibit semimeta
behavior, if the gaps at differentki points do not overlap.
When the lowest electron level in InAs is close to the ligh
hole level in GaSb atki50 in the InAs/GaSb quantum well
a considerable hybridization of the zone-center electron
light-hole states occurs, and their wave functions spread o
the entire quantum well structure.22 If the electron level at
ki50 becomes below the light-hole level with the layers
the structure increasing, the electronlike and light-hole-l
subbands anticross at some nonezero wave vectorkiÞ0,
producing a wide hybridization gap between the tw
subbands.23 In this case, several heavy-hole levels are a
above the electron level atki50, and multiple anticrossings
produce multiple minigaps.17,23 In a thicker layer structure
the two lowest electron levels can lie lower than the high
heavy-hole level at the zone center. Since the hybridiza
gaps resulting from the mixing of the heavy-hole subba
with the two electron subbands occur at different values
energy andki , such a structure exhibits a semimetallic b
havior as shown in Ref. 20.

In this paper we consider the influence of lattic
mismatched strain on electronic band structure of InAs/Ga
quantum wells using Burt’s envelope function theory.24 Since
the difference between the lattice constants of InAs a
GaSb is less than 1%, this effect has been neglected in
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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previous investigations of hybridized electron-hole su
bands. Nevertheless, such a small difference can produ
noticeable shift in the level and the hybridization gap po
tion. We will show that the order of subbands at the zo
center can change because of the lattice-mismatched s
When the electron level is close to the light-hole level at
zone center, the strain can enhance the hybridization of
electron and light-hole states considerably. In the thic
layer structure grown on GaSb, we found indirect negat
hybridization gap between the electronlike and the high
heavy-hole-like subbands due to no overlap of minigaps
different in-plane wave vectors. This indicates the semim
tallic properties. In a similar structure grown on InAs, w
obtained a direct positive gap resulting in the semicondu
ing behavior. This difference causes the possibility of stra
induced semimetal-semiconductor phase transition.

We will add to the eight-bandk•p Burt’s model for zinc
blende crystals described in Ref. 25 the strain-depend
terms to obtain the solutions for the wave functions in ea
layer of the structure. Then the eigenvalue problem is sol
using the boundary conditions at the interfaces and the s
tering matrix algorithm26 mentioned in Ref. 23. Contrary t
the commonly used transfer matrix method, which treats
growing and decaying waves identically that results in
loss of accuracy during computation, the scattering ma
method remains stable even for thick structures and la
basis sets in the model used. We describe our model in
II and the method for the solution of eigenvalue problem
Sec. III. In Sec. IV, we present numerical results and disc
sion. Section V gives a summary.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

Consider a structure consisting of an InAs/GaSb quan
well sandwiched by two AlSb barriers grown along the@001#
direction. This direction is defined as thez axis. We also
choose thex axis to be along@100# and they axis to be along
@010#. The band diagram of an InAs/GaSb quantum w
structure is shown in Fig. 1. Using the following basis fun
tions:

FIG. 1. Conduction and valence band diagram of the AlSb/In
GaSb/AlSb broken-gap quantum well structure.
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S↑,X↑,Y↑,Z↑,S↓,X↓,Y↓,Z↓, ~1!

the 838 k•p Burt’s Hamiltonian for theG point of zinc
blende crystals can be written as25

Ĥ5S Ĥ4 0

0 Ĥ4
D 1ĤSO1Ĥe , ~2!

where Ĥ4 is the k-dependent 434 block, ĤSO is the spin-
orbit interaction term, and the termĤe , which we added to
the Hamiltonian in Ref. 25, describes the effect of strain
the electronic band structure. The blockĤ4 has the following
form:

Ĥ45S Ĥcc Ĥcv

Ĥvc Ĥvv
D , ~3!

where

Ĥcc5Ec~z!1 k̂Ac~z!k̂, ~4!

Ĥcv5Ĥvc
† 5~ iPk̂x iPk̂y iPk̂z!, ~5!

and

Ĥvv5S ĤXX ĤXY ĤXZ

ĤYX ĤYY ĤYZ

ĤZX ĤZY ĤZZ

D . ~6!

Here Ec(z) is the conduction band edge,Ac(z) reflects the
effect of remote bands on the electron effective mass, anP
is the interband momentum matrix element. The diago
and off-diagonal elements of the matrixĤvv have the follow-
ing typical forms:

ĤXX5Ev~z!2
D

3
1 k̂xLk̂x1 k̂yMk̂y1 k̂zMk̂z ,

ĤXY5 k̂xN1k̂y1 k̂yN2k̂x , ~7!

whereEv(z) is the valence band edge andD(z) is the split-
off energy. The parametersM, L, N1 , andN2 are given by

L52~\2/2m0!~g114g2!, ~8a!

M52~\2/2m0!~g122g2!, ~8b!

N25M2\2/2m0 , ~8c!

N152~\2/2m0!~6g3!2N2 , ~8d!

wherem0 is the free electron mass andg1 , g2, andg3 are
the modified Luttinger parameters. In a heterostructure
parametersM, L, N1 , andN2 are functions ofz. Hence the
correct order of momentum operators with respect to th
parameters given by Eq.~7! is important.

The operatorHSO has the form

/

2-2
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ĤSO52
D~z!

3
31

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 i 0 0 0 0 21

0 2 i 0 0 0 0 0 i

0 0 0 0 0 1 2 i 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 1 0 0 2 i 0

0 0 0 i 0 i 0 0

0 21 2 i 0 0 0 0 0

2 .

~9!

The termĤe can be expressed as27

Ĥe5S Ĥe0 0

0 Ĥe0
D , ~10!

where the 434 block Ĥe0 is

Ĥe05S ace 0 0 0

0 hxx nexy nexz

0 neyx hyy neyz

0 nezx nezy hzz

D . ~11!

In the above equation,e i j ’s are the strain tensor componen
e5exx1eyy1ezz, ac is the conduction band deformatio
potential, and

hxx5 l exx1m~eyy1ezz!,

hyy5 l eyy1m~exx1ezz!, ~12!

hzz5 l ezz1m~exx1eyy!.

The parametersl, m, and n can be expressed in terms
valence band deformation potentials,av , b, andd as27

l 5av12b,

m5av2b, ~13!

n5A3d,

and the components of strain tensor are given by28

exx5eyy5
a02a

a
,

ezz52
2C12

C11
exx , ~14!

exy5eyx5exz5ezx5eyz5ezy50.

In Eq. ~14!, a0 anda are the lattice constants of the substra
and the layer material, respectively,C11 andC12 are the stiff-
ness constants.

Our theoretical analysis does not include the linear-ink
terms in the Hamiltonian, Kane’sB parameter, and the defo
mation potentialb8,29,30 resulting from the lack of inversion
symmetry in bulk zinc blende crystals. For the energy int
08531
,

-

val and the range of in-plane wave vector considered in
work, the neglect of these terms has insignificant effect
the calculated results. The spin-orbit interaction terms inĤe
are also ignored,29,30 because their contribution to the strai
dependent part of the Hamiltonian is small.27

III. SOLUTION OF EIGENVALUE PROBLEM

To avoid unphysical spurious solutions,25 we setAc(z)
50 and solve the equations for the envelope functionsc i

(
j 51

8

Ĥ i j c j5Ec i , i 51,2, . . . ,8, ~15!

where E is an energy, using the scattering matrix meth
similar to the method in Ref. 23, which allows us to obta
the subband dispersions and wave functions in the struct
with thick layers. We first express the conduction band
velope functions,c1 andc5 from the first and fifth equations
of Eq. ~15! in terms of valence band envelopes as

c15 i ~E2Ec2ace!21P~kxc21kyc31kzc4!,

c55 i ~E2Ec2ace!21P~kxc61kyc71kzc8!. ~16!

Then, substituting the expressions forc1 and c5 into the
other six equations of Eq.~15!, we arrive at the 636 energy-
dependent HamiltonianĤ (e) which describes the evolution o
vectorF5(c2c3c4c6c7c8)T in the following way:

Ĥ (e)F5EF. ~17!

The matrixĤ (e) is obtained from matrixĤ by deleting the
conduction band rows and columns and replacingL andN1

with

L8~E!5L1P2/~E2Ec2ace!,

N18 ~E!5N11P2/~E2Ec2ace!. ~18!

We find the solution of Eq.~17! in each layer of the structure
in terms of plane waves. The wave functions are th
matched at the interfaces using the boundary condition
Burt’s envelope function theory. These conditions are o
tained by integrating Eq.~17! across the interfaces. As
result, the vector functionsF andB̂F are required to be con
tinuous, where the 636 matrix B̂ is

B̂5S B̂3 0

0 B̂3
D , ~19!

and the 333 block B̂3 is given by

B̂35S M]/]z 0 iN2kx

0 M]/]z iN2ky

iN18 kx iN18 ky L8]/]z
D . ~20!

The solution of Eq.~17! in each layer of the quantum we
structure can be written as a sum of all transmitted and
2-3
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flected waves having the same energyE and in-plane wave
vector (kx ,ky). For layern we have

F5exp~ ikxx1 ikyy!(
j 51

6

$aj
(n)exp@ ikz, j

(n)~z2zn1!#e1 j
(n)

1bj
(n)exp@2 ikz, j

(n)~z2zn2!#e2 j
(n)%. ~21!

In the above equation,kz, j ( j 51, . . . ,6) are thez compo-
nents of complex wave vectors for the bulk states. All co
plex wave vectorskz, j , which describe the transmitted state
have positive or zero imaginary parts.zn1 andzn2 are thez
coordinates of the left and right boundary of an intermedi
layer n. For the left or right barrier layers, we takezn1
5zn2, wherezn1 (zn2) is thez coordinate of the AlSb/InAs
or GaSb/AlSb interface. In addition,aj

(n) and bj
(n) are the

complex coefficients of the transmitted and reflected wav
respectively. The vectorse1 j

(n) and e2 j
(n) are defined from the

equation

H (e)~6kz, j !e6 j
(n)5Ee6 j

(n) , ~22!

where the matricesH (e)(6kz, j ) are obtained from matrix
Ĥ (e) by replacing k̂z with 6kz, j and kz, j are given by
uH (e)(kz, j )2EIu50 with I as the unity matrix.

Using the boundary conditions, we match at the interfa
the envelope functions between two neighbor layers. T
the 12312 scattering matricesS(m,n) defined as

S a(n)

b(m)D 5S~m,n!S a(m)

b(n) D ~23!

are calculated as in Ref. 23. In Eq.~23!, the vectorsa(n) and
b(n) are the column vectors composed of the coefficientsaj

(n)

andbj
(n) , respectively. Expressing

S~m,n!5S S11~m,n! S12~m,n!

S21~m,n! S22~m,n!
D , ~24!

whereSi j (m,n) are the 636 matrices, the eigenvalue equ
tion can be written as23

uI 2S21~m,N!S12~1,m!u50. ~25!

In Eq. ~25!, index 1 corresponds to the left AlSb barrie
while indexN corresponds to the right AlSb barrier, the m
tricesSi j (m,n) depend on energyE and in-plane wave vec
tor ki . In deriving this equation, we set the vector coef
cients a(1) and b(N) for incoming waves to be zero.23 The
vector coefficientsb(m), a(m), b(1), anda(N) are then given
by23

@ I 2S21~m,N!S12~1,m!#b(m)50, ~26!

a(m)5S12~1,m!b(m), ~27!

b(1)5S22~1,m!b(m), ~28!

a(N)5S11~m,N!a(m). ~29!
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

For the calculation of the electronic band structures,
take the parameters~energy gaps, split-off energies, Lu
tinger parameters, interband momentum matrix elements,
tice constants for different layer materials, conduction a
valence band discontinuities for the unstrained heteroju
tions! from Ref. 22. The modified Luttinger parameters a
calculated as in Ref. 25. The deformation potential consta
and the stiffness constants are obtained from Ref. 31.
lattice-mismatched strain causes the shift of the conduc
and valence band edges and the split of the bulk zone ce
light-hole and heavy-hole levels,28–30yielding different band
offsets of the light-hole and heavy-hole bands. The str
also changes the electron and hole bulk dispersions nea
band edges. This results in the modification of subband
persions.

The electronic band structures for the quantum well str
ture with a 10 nm InAs layer and a 10 nm GaSb layer
shown in Fig. 2, where panel~a! is for the unstrained quan
tum well structure, panel~b! is for the strained structure
grown on InAs, and panel~c! corresponds to the straine
quantum well grown on GaSb. There are five subbands
each panel of Fig. 2, which are labeled 1e for electrons, 1lh
for light holes, and 1hh, 2hh, 3hh for heavy holes.~We
assumed thatE50 at the conduction band edge of unstrain
InAs.! The label for a subband corresponds to its wave fu
tion property at the zone center. To assign the labels to
ferent subbands, we plot the occupation probabilities (ucu2

5( i 51
8 uc i u2) at ki50 of these five subbands of interest

Fig. 3, where panels~a!, ~b!, and~c! are for the same cases a
in Fig. 2. For convenience, the wave functions in Fig. 3 a
shifted up according to the values of energies of the co
sponding levels. Hence, the flat parts of each curve in Fig
imply the zero occupation probability. The wave functions
the heavy-hole states 1hh, 2hh, and 3hh are localized in the
GaSb layer because of the absence of interaction with
electron and light-hole states atki50. On the other hand, the
hybridization of the 1e and 1lh states occurs even at th
zone center. In this case, we assign label 1e (1lh) to the
subband if its wave function atki50 is localized mainly in
the InAs ~GaSb! layer.

Shown in Fig. 2 are the subband dispersions along dif
ent ki directions. AtkiÞ0 the spin-degeneracy breaks, a
considerable spin-splitting of subbands can be seen in e
panel of Fig. 2 along both@10# and @11# directions. Espe-
cially great spin-splitting undergoes the 1lh subband in
panel~c! around the highest minigap. At the same time on
weak subband anisotropy exists in this quantum well for
considered values ofE andki , while larger anisotropy will
be obtained for the structure with the thicker InAs lay
Only 1hh level is above the 1e level atki50 in Fig. 2~a!.
Taking the strain into account, we obtain that the 1hh and
2hh levels are higher than the 1e level in the structure
grown on InAs, while the three levels (1hh, 1lh, and 2hh)
lie above the 1e level in the one grown on GaSb. The highe
minigap moves away from the zone center in Figs. 2~b! and
2~c! due to the lattice mismatched strain. In addition t
highest hybridization gap magnitudes for the well grown
2-4
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InAs in Fig. 2~b! are considerably greater than those in Fi
2~a! and 2~c!. In Fig. 2~c!, it can be found that a wide hy
bridization gap also occurs atki'0 between 1lh and 1e
subbands. The wave functions of the two subbands@see Fig.

FIG. 2. Electronic band structures for the quantum well str
ture with a 10 nm InAs and a 10 nm GaSb.
08531
.

3~c!# are strongly mixing in comparison with those shown
Figs. 3~a! and 3~b!. With moving away from the zone cente
the 1e subband becomes light-hole-like, while the 1lh sub-
band becomes electronlike. The wave function behav
around the anticrossing gaps has been considered in det
Refs. 17,23.

As the InAs layer of the structure becomes thicker, t
hybridization gap between the highest heavy-hole-like s
band and the lowest electronlike subband decreases. This
be clearly seen from Fig. 4, where we plot the subband
persions for the structure with a 15 nm InAs layer and a
nm GaSb layer.~This structure was investigated experime
tally in Ref. 7.! The panels~a!, ~b!, and ~c! in Fig. 4 are

-

FIG. 3. Normalized probability densityuc(z)u2 for the zone cen-
ter states in a quantum well with a 10 nm InAs layer and a 10
GaSb layer.
2-5
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similar to those in Fig. 2. Six subbands are shown in e
panel of Fig. 4, which are labeled according to the spa
distribution of the corresponding occupation probabilit
presented in Fig. 5. The 1e level is the lowest one atki50

FIG. 4. Electronic band structures for the quantum well str
ture with a 15 nm InAs and a 10 nm GaSb.
08531
h
l

for the strained structure grown either on InAs@panel~b! in
Fig. 4# or on GaSb@panel~c! in Fig. 4#. However, the calcu-
lation performed neglecting the strain@see panel~a! in Fig.
4# gives the 3hh level lower than the 1e level. With the
in-plane wave vector increasing, the electronlike subband
ticrosses sequentially with the 1lh, 2hh, and 1hh subbands
as shown in Figs. 4~a! and 4~b!, and with the 3hh, 1lh, 2hh,
and 1hh subbands as shown in Fig. 4~c!. This results in
multiple minigaps. In Fig. 4~b!, which is for the structure
grown on InAs, the 3hh subband lies inside the wide hybrid
ization gap between the electronlike (1e) and light-hole-like
(1lh) subbands and remains almost unperturbed. Sim
wide minigaps between the electronlike (3hh) and light-

-

FIG. 5. Normalized probability densityuc (z) u2 for the zone cen-
ter states in a quantum well with a 15 nm InAs layer and a 10
GaSb layer.
2-6
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holelike (1lh) subbands in the in-plane dispersion of t
structure grown on GaSb occur at larger values ofki .

Here we discover an interesting effect which can
treated as strain-induced semimetal-semiconductor p
transition. Let us consider the in-plane dispersions in
vicinity of the highest hybridization minigaps in Fig. 4
Comparing the electronic band structures in panels~b! and
~c! with that in panel~a!, we conclude that the gap position
in k space considerably enlarge because of the latt
mismatched strain as in the structure with a 10 nm In
layer. In addition, the subband anisotropy becomes more
ticeable around the hybridization gaps in this figure. Due
the spin-splitting of subbands, the minigaps in the differ
ki directions are negative and indirect as can be found in
4~a!, where strain effects are neglected. Similar indir
negative minigaps exist in the electronic band structure
the quantum well grown on GaSb@see Fig. 4~c!#. This struc-
ture can exhibit a semimetallic property. This means t
electrons in the lowest conduction-band-like subband~the
1hh subband around the anticrossing point! can coexist with
the holes in the highest valence-band-like subband~the 2hh
subband!. In the structure grown on InAs, the GaSb layer
strained instead of InAs layer. This difference leads to qu
different band structures. Positive and direct hybridizat
gaps in Fig. 4~b! result in a semiconducting behavior. Such
strain-induced phase transition can be observed experim
tally by means of measurements of electron and hole con
trations in the InAs/GaSb quantum wells grown on differe
substrates.
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V. CONCLUSION

We have presented a study of the hybridized electron-h
in-plane dispersions in strained AlSb/InAs/GaSb/AlSb qu
tum well structures, based on the eight-bandk•p model and
the scattering matrix method. The quantum wells grown
InAs and on GaSb have been considered. The differenc
lattice-mismatch strain leads to the difference in order of
levels at the zone center and in the subband dispersions.
positions and magnitudes of the hybridization gaps betw
the electronlike and holelike subbands are sensitive to
lattice-mismatched strain. The spin-splitting of subbands
also strain dependent. Due to the large spin splitting of s
bands, the hybridization gaps between the electronlike s
band and the highest heavy-hole-like subband along diffe
directions of in-plane wave vector, which have been o
served experimentally, are smaller in the structure grown
GaSb than those in the structure grown on InAs. These g
have been found to be negative and indirect in the struc
with a thick 15 nm InAs layer and a 10 nm GaSb lay
grown on GaSb. Since electrons in the lowest conducti
band-like subband can coexist with holes in the high
valence-band-like subband, this structure is in a semim
phase. On the other hand, the small spin splitting of s
bands around the highest hybridization gap in a similar str
ture grown on InAs results in a positive and direct gap. T
structure is therefore in a semiconductor phase with a sm
hybridization gap. Semimetal-semiconductor phase transi
can hence be induced by the lattice-mismatched strain.
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